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FROM: Moscow
TO: Secretary of State
NO: 154, July 16, 11 a.m.

OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
FROM HARRIMAN.

HARRIMAN AND HAILSHAM MET WITH KHRUSHCHEV IN LATTER'S KREMLIN OFFICE FROM 3:20 TO 6:22 PM JULY 15. HARRIMAN ACCOMPANIED BY KOHLER, FISHER, KAYSEN AND AKAŁOVSKY. HAILSHAM ACCOMPANIED BY TREVELYAN, WILSON, ZUKERMAN AND WEELER. IN ADDITION KHRUSHCHEV, SOV GROUP INCLUDED GROMYKO, ZORIN, TSARAPKIN AND SUSHODREV.

1. BEFORE ACTUAL CONVERSATION BEGAN, HARRIMAN HANDED KHRUSHCHEV LETTER FROM PRESIDENT.

2. KHRUSHCHEV OPENED SAYING AS HOST HE WISHED GREET VISITORS AND WELCOME THEIR ARRIVAL MOSCOW. SAID BELIEVED, IN THEIR GOOD INTENTIONS. PEOPLE AWAITING RESULTS OF THESE MEETINGS NOT ONLY BECAUSE THEY BURDENED BY MILITARY EXPENDITURES BUT PRIMARILY BECAUSE SUCH EXPENDITURES LIMITED THEIR ECONOMIC RESOURCES AND THUS SHORTENED THEIR LIVES. IN FINAL ANALYSIS, ACCUMULATION OF ARMAMENTS HAD THROUGHOUT HISTORY LED TO WAR AND DESTRUCTION OF HUMAN BEINGS, INCLUDING THOSE ACCUMULATING ARMAMENTS. THUS HE BELIEVED IN THIS ENLIGHTENED ERA OF DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, WE MUST ABANDON WAR AS MEANS OF SOLVING DISPUTES AND RESOLVE DIFFERENCES BY PEACEFUL MEANS. MODERN ERA NOT ONE OF COLONIALISM, WHEN COUNTRIES COULD BE SEIZED BY MEANS IF WAR. TODAY, BOTH ROBBERS AND THOSE ROBBED IN EQUA POSITION, SINCE BOTH WOULD BE-ANNIHILATED IN NUCLEAR WAR. CONSEQUENTLY, HE WELDED GOOD INTENTIONS DISPLAYED BY PRESIDENT AND MACMILLAN, WHERE KHRUSHCHEV MADE SLIP OF TONGUE AND REFERRED TO PRESIDENT AS PRESIDENT EISENHOWER, FOR WHICH HE APOLOGIZED PROFUSELY.

3. KHRUSHCHEV CONTINUED HE UNDERSTOOD TASK OF THOSE ASSEMBLED WAS PREPARE SUCH DOCUMENTS AS WOULD ENABLE PRESIDENT AND MACMILLAN SIGN AGREEMENTS ON TEST BAN, NAP, DISARMAMENT, AN' GERMAN PEACE TREATY. IF US/UK WISHED ADDITIONAL AGREEMENT, SOVS WERE PREPARED CONSIDER THEM. JOKINGLY, HE REMARKED HIS LIST OF TOPICS WAS SHORT AND PERHAPS ALL OF THEM COULD BE SETTLED BEFORE DINNER.
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GRÖMYKO INTERJected SINCE THERE WERE FOUR TOPICS AND FOUR HOURS REMAINED UNTIL DINNER, EACH TOPIC COULD BE ALLOCATED ONE HOUR.

5. KRUSHCHEV SAID GRÖMYKO HAD WHISPERED TO HIM TRANSLATION PRESIDENT'S LETTER. THANKED FOR LETTER AND PRESIDENT'S GOOD WISHES AND ASKED HARRIMAN CONVEY TO PRESIDENT HIS GRATITUDE AND RESPECT. ALSO THANKED FOR GOOD WISHES CONVEYED BY HAILSHAM ON BEHALF MACMILLAN. SAID SOVS NOURISHED HOPES TEST BAN AGREEMENT WOULD BE SIGNED; IF NO SUCCESS COULD BE ACHIEVED IN REACHING COMPREHENSIVE AGREEMENT THEN, TO USE PRESIDENT'S WORDS, IT APPEARED NO PARTICULAR DIFFICULTIES EXISTED WITH RESPECT THREE-ENVIRONMENT BAN. ALSO, SOVS BELIEVED ANAP SHOULD BE CONCLUDED, WAP WOULD BE GOOD ADDITION TO TEST BAN, ADDITION PEOPLES WAITING FOR.

6. KRUSHCHEV NOTED PRESIDENT IN HIS LETTER RECOMMENDED HARRIMAN. SAID HE HELD HARRIMAN IN HIGH ESTEEM AND HAPPY TO SEE HIM AGAIN. OBSERVED HE AND HARRIMAN OLD ACCOMPLICES AND RECALLED HIS OFFER MAKE HARRIMAN HIS ASSISTANT; HOWEVER, HARRIMAN HAD NOT YET ENTERED HIS DUTIES.

7. HARRIMAN COMMENTED IF THESE MEETINGS FULLY SUCCESSFUL, QUESTION MIGHT BE REOPENED. KRUSHCHEV SAID VILLA HE HAD OFFERED HARRIMAN STILL WAITING.

8. HARRIMAN OBSERVED VILLA ONLY ONE OF IMPLEMENTATIONS OF KRUSHCHEV'S OFFER. KRUSHCHEV REPLIed THIS WAS BASIS OF DEAL WHICH HAD BEEN MADE.

9. KRUSHCHEV SAID IN ORDER NOT WASTE TIME, HE WISHED STATE RIGHT AWAY SOVS WOULD NOT AGREE TO ANY INSPECTION. EVEN 2 OR 3 THEY HAD ACCEPTED BEFORE, SOVS WANTED COMPREHENSIVE TEST BAN. BUT ON CONDITION THERE WOULD BE NO INSPECTIONS ALTHOUGH THEY STILL AGREED TO BLACK BOXES. QUESTION OF INSPECTION WAS OUTDATED, AND THERA WAS NO POINT ARGUING ABOUT IT. THEREFORE, SUCH QUESTIONS AS MODALITIES, NUMBER OF INSPECTIONS, ETC., ALSO FELL BY WAYSIDE. STRESSED SOVS WOULD NOT AGREE EVEN TO THE SINGLE INSPECTION. AS TO THREE-ENVIRONMENT BAN, IT INVOLVED NO INSPECTION. SOVS AGREABLE DISCUSS IT AND IF US-UK PREPARED SIGN SUCH BAN SOVS ALSO READY TO DO SO.

10. HARRIMAN, REFERRING TO PRESIDENT'S LETTER, SAID WE SHOULd COME HERE WITH HIGH HOPES AND OUR OBJECTIVE WAS PROVIDE GREE
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ASSURANCE OF PEACE. SAID COULD NOT HELP RECALL HOW 22 YEARS
AGO HE AND LORD BEAVERBROOK HAD COME TO KREMLIN DISCUSS WITH
STALIN HOW TO WIN WAR. NOW HE AND ANOTHER, BUT EQUALLY
ESTEEMED UK COLLEAGUE WERE HERE DISCUSS PROGRESS TOWARDS PEACE.
HE ALSO COULD NOT BUT THINK OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN KREMLIN OF
THOSE DAYS, WHEN IT HAD BEEN DARK AND VERY CAREFULLY GUARDED
PLACE, AND KREMLIN OF TODAY WITH ITS GARDENS FULL OF CHILDREN
AT PLAY, WHICH WAS INDICATIVE OF GREAT CHANGES.

II.

RECALLING KHRUSHCHEV'S MENTIONING EISENHOWER'S NAME, HARRIMAN
OBSERVED LATTER HAD BEEN SYMBOL TO AMERICANS AND, HE BELIEVED,
ALSO TO SOV PEOPLE OF COOPERATION FOR VICTORY OVER ENEMY.
NOTED EISENHOWER HAD VISITED MOSCOW IN 1945.

KHRUSHCHEV SAID SOVS HAD INDEED COOPERATED VERY WELL WITH
EISENHOWER AND THERE HAD BEEN NO CONFLICT WITH HIM DURING HIS
TENURE AS SUPREME COMMANDER. ON THIS POINT, SOVS IN AGREEMENT
WITH HARRIMAN, SINCE THEY, JUST AS HE HELD EISENHOWER IN HIGH
ESTEEM. TRUE, LATER SOVS AND EISENHOWER DIVERGED, BUT THAT
WAS ON COMPLETELY DIFFERENT GROUNDS.

HARRIMAN REFERRED TO PRESIDENT'S WORDS THAT HE WISHED MOVE
TOWARD COOPERATION FOR PEACE, AND OBSERVED IF SUCCESS COULD BE
ACHIEVED IN THESE TALKS THAT WOULD BE GOOD AUGURY FOR FUTURE.
REFERRING TO PROLONGED MEETING BETWEEN KHRUSHCHEV AND HAILSHAM
THIS MORNING, HARRIMAN FACETIOUSLY REMARKED HE ASSUMED ALL
PROBLEMS HAD BEEN SETTLED THERE, AND HE WISHED BE INFORMED
WHERE HE COULD PLACE HIS SIGNATURE. SERIOUSLY, HOWEVER, HE
WISHED STRESS PRESIDENT'S DESIRE REACH COMPREHENSIVE TEST BAN
COVERING ALL FOUR ENVIRONMENTS. FACT THERE WAS MISUNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN TWO SIDES RE IDENTIFICATION UNDERGROUND DISTURBANCES,
QUESTION OVER WHICH THEIR RESPECTIVE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITIES
IN DISAGREEMENT. NOTED TWO DISTINGUISHED SCIENTISTS HAD COME FROM
US AND TWO FROM UK, AND SUGGESTED THEY MEET WITH SOV SCIENTISTS
TO EXPLORE FURTHER THEIR DIFFERENCES OF VIEW. IF USSR HAD
SOME NEW METHOD OF IDENTIFICATION, IT WOULD BE HELPFUL;
HOWEVER, THERE HAD BEEN NO CHANGE IN ADVICE PRESIDENT GOT FROM
US SCIENTISTS, WHO SAYING INSPECTION REQUIRED FOR IDENTIFICATION.
HARRIMAN BELIEVED NO USE DISCUSS THIS POINT HERE AS BOTH SIDES
KNEW THEY IN DISAGREEMENT. HOWEVER, HE BELIEVED USEFUL MAKE
PROGRESS TOWARDS THREE-ENVIRONMENT BAN. PRESIDENT AGREED TO
SUCH BAN, WHICH WOULD BE, AS KHRUSHCHEV SUGGESTED, WITHOUT
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 inspection, as first step toward comprehensive ban and without prejudice to inclusion underground environment in future.

4. Harriman continued US believed three environment test ban would be very valuable as it would overcome fears world had of danger to future generations from atmospheric tests if such tests carried out to great extent. Also, such ban would give hope to world that progress toward disarmament being made. Therefore, if Soviets maintain position that no inspection permissible, US prepared discuss three environment ban. However, Harriman wished underline what President said in letter, viz., US had no espionage intentions in connection inspection. At same time, Harriman saw no real value in long argument on this point, and repeated US agreed on three environment ban.

5. Hailsham said had not much to add to what Harriman had said, but wished say Prime Minister preferred comprehensive ban; however, PM believed three environment ban would be better than none and therefore agreed to such ban. Hailsham said he had only one additional comment, namely, that it would be useful for scientists of both sides to meet and discuss problems at hand with view to developing program of existing national systems, purely national if need be, as there was difference between two sides in this area. It would be useful if scientists of all three parties met and developed appropriate research program and thus contributed to narrowing differences. Scientific discussions could take place without prejudice to talks among those present here or to any agreement they might reach. Stressed UK would be happy to sign three environment ban.

6. Khrushchev said Sov viewpoint was very well known as test ban negotiations had been going on five or six years. Soviets even earlier proposed agreement on basis national means of control. A draft had already been prepared, but then US/UK raised problem of underground tests and thus whole thing was scuttled. Said he was nothing new in US/UK argumentation on this point and expressed view if discussion this problem were to be resumed, both sides would use same vocabulary in their comments as before. That would be of no use and could only protract these discussions. Therefore, this problem should not be raised at this time; three environment ban should be signed as there were no differences there. Of course, Soviets would like sign comprehensive ban, but US/UK apparently not ready yet.
AS TO HARRIMAN'S ASSURANCES RE ESPIONAGE, KHRUSHCHEV SAID IT WAS HARD TO BELIEVE THEM. THIS REMINDED HIM OF CAT SAYING HE WOULD ONLY EAT MICE AND NOT BACON LINING IN ROOM. HE WOULD NOT TRUST SUCH CAT, AS IT WOULD UNDOUBTEDLY SNATCH BACON WHEN THERE WAS NO ONE IN ROOM. IN ANY EVENT, THIS QUESTION SHOULD NOT BE DISCUSSED NOW; IT WOULD BE RESOLVED IN THE COURSE.

KHRUSHCHEV SAID NO NEED FOR DISCUSSIONS AMONG SCIENTISTS, SINCE WE NOW TALKING ONLY OF THREE ENVIRONMENT BAN. IN THESE CIRCUMSTANCES, SCIENTIFIC DISCUSSION WOULD BE ONLY POLITE EXCHANGE OF VIEWS WITHOUT ANY CONCRETE BASIS.

KHRUSHCHEV THEN HANDED HARRIMAN AND HAILSHAM SOV UK DRAFT THREE ENVIRONMENT BAN, AND DRAFT NAP. (SEPTELS). RECALLING HARRIMAN'S REMARK RE LONG SOV-UK MEETING THIS MORNING, KHRUSHCHEV COMMENTED HE HAD NOT YET COORDINATED TEXTS WITH UK BUT WAS SURE UK WOULD SUPPORT THEM. SUGGESTED US/UK STUDY DOCUMENTS AND COMMENT THEREON, SO THAT THESE NEGOTIATIONS COULD BE CONCLUDED SUCCESSFULLY. ASKED HARRIMAN AND HAILSHAM WHETHER THEY WANTED READ DOCUMENTS FIRST OR SIGN THEM WITHOUT READING.

WHEN HAILSHAM COMMENTED PRECISE TREATY LANGUAGE WAS SOMETHING FOR LAWYERS TO WORK OUT, KHRUSHCHEV SAID LAWYERS SPOKE SAME WAY WHETHER THEY SPOKE FOR PROSECUTION OR DEFENSE. HARRIMAN HAD KINDER HEART AS HE WAS NOT A LAWYER; THAT WAS WHY HE, KHRUSHCHEV, WANTED HARRIMAN AS ADVISER. HAILSHAM REMARKED PERHAPS HE COULD SERVE AS ADVISER FOR USA, TO WHICH KHRUSHCHEV SAID BEST INVESTMENT WAS IN USSR STOCK AND HAILSHAM HAD BETTER HURRY UP BUYING IT.

HARRIMAN SAID DID NOT WISH ARGUE WHETHER OR NOT THERE SHOULD BE INSPECTION, BUT WISHED POINT OUT THAT IF KHRUSHCHEV KEPT SOMEONE IN ROOM, CAT WOULD NOT EAT BACON AND THUS ESPIONAGE FEARS WOULD BE ELIMINATED.

KHRUSHCHEV SAID CAT WOULD EAT BACON AS SOON AS MAN IN ROOM TURNED HIS HEAD AWAY: HE KNEW WHAT CATS WERE LIKE.

HARRIMAN RECALLED US/UK HAD TABLED ON AUGUST 27, 1952 PROPOSAL FOR THREE_ENVIRONMENT_TEST BAN, AND HANDED COPIES TO SOVS. SAID IN CASE GROMYKO HAD FORGOTTEN, THAT DOCUMENT W. SOMEWHAT LONGER THAN SOV PAPER AND COVERED SOME POINTS WE WISHED DISCUSS.
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AT THIS POINT, KHRUSHCHEV, GROMYKO AND ZORIN EXCHANGED AMONG THEMSELVES COMMENTS IN RUSSIAN ON US DRAFT. GROMYKO POINTED OUT TO KHRUSHCHEV US DRAFT CONTAINED PROVISION FOR EXPLOSIONS FOR PEACEFUL PURPOSES, TO WHICH KHRUSHCHEV SAID THIS WAS DIFFERENT PROPOSITION. ZORIN POINTED OUT ABSENCE REFERENCE TO FRANCE.

HAILSHAM OBSERVED ONE QUESTION TO YE RAISED, ALTHOUGH THERE WERE OTHER POINTS WHICH MUST BE DISCUSSED TOO, WAS REFERENCE IN SOVIET DRAFT TO FRANCE, WHICH NOT REPRESENTED HERE. DID NOT SEE HOW FRENCH ADHERENCE COULD BE SECURED. AS TO BODY OF TEXT, SAID WISHED RESERVE HIS VIEWS. POINTED OUT HE AUTHORIZED NEGOTIATE THREE ENVIRONMENT TEST BAN AGREEMENT TO BE SIGNED BY GOVERNMENTS IN MORE FORMAL WAY.

KHURSHCHEV BELIEVED NO DISCUSSION SHOULD BE HELD IN SPECIFIC TERMS AT THIS TIME. SUGGESTED US, UK STUDY DRAFTS AND DISCUSS THEM IN FOREIGN MINISTRY, AND THEN RETURN HERE AT LATER DATE. HAILSHAM AGREED, BUT NOTED HE TALKING ONLY OF TEST BAN. REPEATED FRANCE NOT REPRESENTED HERE, AND SAID HE HAD HOPED RETURN HOME WITH PREPARED DOCUMENT TO BE RATIFIED BY GOVERNMENTS. SINCE FRANCE ABSENT HERE, HE DID NOT SEE HOW THAT COULD BE DONE.

KHURSHCHEV REITERATED US/UK SHOULD STUDY DRAFTS, INFORM THEIR GOVERNMENTS AND PERHAPS ASK FOR INSTRUCTIONS, AND MEET AT FOREIGN MINISTRY FOR DISCUSSIONS IN COURSE OF WHICH IT WAS SURE ISSUES WOULD BECOME CLEARER.

HAILSHAM AGREED SOV DRAFT SHOULD BE STUDIED WITH SAME CARE AS HAD BEEN APPLIED IN ITS PREPARATION, BUT EXPRESSED HOPE SOVs WOULD STUDY US/UK DOCUMENT AS WELL.

TURNING TO NAP, HAILSHAM SAID THIS RAISED POLITICAL PROBLEMS AND SUGGESTED HARRIMAN MIGHT WISH COMMENT ON THIS POINT.

KHURSHCHEV AGREED SOVs WOULD STUDY US/UK DOCUMENT CAREFULLY.

REFERING TO TEST BAN, HARRIMAN HOPE QUESTION OF FRANCE COULD BE DISCUSSED AND PERHAPS AGREED UPON NOT. US WAS HOPEFUL COME TO AGREEMENT ON AT LEAST THREE ENVIRONMENT TEST BAN AND DISCUSS THIS MATTER WITH FRANCE LATER. INCLUSION OF FRANCE NOW ONLY RAISED DIFFICULTIES. AS ONLY THREE PARTIES REPRESENTED HERE, WOULD BE VERY EMBARRASSING FOR US DISCUSS DOCUMENT WITHOUT FRENCH BEING PRESENT.
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KHRUSHCHEV SAID SOVS FULLY UNDERSTOOD THIS AND SAW NO DIFFICULTY
OF AGREEMENT AMONG THREE NATIONS PRESENT. HOWEVER, WE MUST
DETERMINE OUT ATTITUDE RE FRANCE, WHICH WAS NUCLEAR POWER AND
US/UK ALLY, AND MUST TAKE ITS POSITION INTO ACCOUNT. HE
AGREED IT WOULD BE TACTLESS SETTLE THIS QUESTION IN ABSENCE
FRENCH. SAID REFERENCE TO FRANCE HAD BEEN INCLUDED IN SOV DRAFT
TO INDICATE FRANCE'S POSITION SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT,
BUT SOVS DID NOT MAKE THIS AN IMUTABLE CONDITION; I.E., THEY
DID NOT SAY NO AGREEMENT WAS POSSIBLE WITHOUT FRANCE.

HAILSHAM EXPRESSED GRATIFICATION AT KHRUSHCHEV'S REMARKS.

HARRIMAN ASKED WHETHER IT COULD BE ASSUMED REFERENCE TO FRANCE
WOULD BE DELETED.

KHRUSHCHEV REPLIED IT EVIDENTLY WOULD. RECALLED HIS REMARK
SOVS HAD INCLUDED REFERENCE IN ORDER FOCUS ATTENTION ON THIS
PROBLEM, AND REITERATED THIS WAS NOT PRECONDITION FOR AGREEMENT
AND SOVS DID NOT SAY THEY WOULD NOT SIGN AGREEMENT IF FRANCE
DID NOT SIGN. HOWEVER, SOVS RESERVED THEIR POSITION IN EVENT
NONADHERENCE BY FRANCE.

HAILSHAM SAID WOULD APPRECIATE IT IF KHRUSHCHEV CLARIFIED HIS
REMARKS RE RESERVING SOV POSITION WITH RESPECT FRANCE.
BELIEVED IF AGREEMENT REACHED ON TREATY, IT WOULD BE BINDING
ON THREE PARTIES PRESENT, BUT HOPED AND THOUGHT FRANCE MUST
ADHERE, AND THE THREE MUST PERSUADE IT TO DO SO. HOWEVER,
DID NOT SEE WHAT GUARANTEES HE COULD GIVE IN THIS RESPECT,
AND SAID THIS EXCEEDED HIS INSTRUCTIONS.

KHRUSHCHEV AGREED TEST BAN WOULD BE BINDING ON THREE AND SAID
HE NOT CALLING FOR ANY GUARANTEES. HOWEVER, SOVS MUST TAKE
ACCOUNT OF FRANCE AND MIGHT RETURN TO THIS QUESTION LATER.
SAID THERE WOULD BE NO RESERVATION RE FRANCE IN TEXT OF TREATY,
BUT COULD NOT GIVE ANY INDICATION OF NATURE OF SOV RESERVATION.

WILL DEPEND ON WHAT TYPE OF TESTS FRANCE WOULD
CONDUCT, I.E., WHETHER UNDERGROUND OR ATMOSPHERIC. EVEN US
AND UK, WHO FRANCE'S ALLIES, PROBABLY DID NOT KNOW WHAT FRANCE
WOULD DO. REITERATED THERE WOULD BE NO RESERVATION IN TREATY
TEXT.
HARRIMAN NOTED THERE WERE OTHER NATIONS IN WORLD, NOT ONLY FRANCE. IN HIS STATEMENTS, KHRUSHCHEV HAD REFERRED TO PRESIDENT'S JUNE 13 SPEECH. HARRIMAN WISHED TO DRAW ATENTION TO ONE PARTICULAR PASSAGE IN THAT SPEECH, NAMELY, TO PRESIDENT'S STATEMENT THAT TEST BAN WOULD PLACE NUCLEAR POWERS IN POSITION TO DEAL MORE EFFECTIVELY WITH FURTHER SPREAD OF NUCLEAR ARMS. QUOTED RELEVANT SENTENCES, AND EXPRESSED HOPE THERE WOULD BE CHANCE OF DISCUSSING NON-DIFFUSION AFTER TEST BAN HAD BEEN AGREED. POINTED OUT THIS WAS NOT A CONDITION IN ANY SENSE, AND US PREPARED 30 AHEAD WITH TEST BAN. FRANCE -- WHICH WAS A PROBLEM -- WAS NOT ONLY PROBLEM; THERE WERE OTHER COUNTRIES TO WHICH NON-PROLIFERATION MIGHT APPLY.

3. KHRUSHCHEV AGREED THERE WERE MANY PROBLEMS IN THE WORLD. YET FRANCE WAS NUCLEAR POWER AND WAS CONDUCTING NUCLEAR TESTS. OTHER COUNTRIES, WHILE THEY VERY POSSIBLY MIGHT BECOME NUCLEAR POWERS, WERE NOT SUCH POWERS AT THIS TIME.

4. HARRIMAN AGREED FRANCE WAS SPECIAL CASE, BUT INQUIRED WHETHER KHRUSHCHEV COULD PERHAPS INFORM HIM RE SITUATION IN RESPECT CPR.

5. KHRUSHCHEV LOOKED AROUND TABLE AND ASKED WHERE CPR WAS. SUGGESTED HARRIMAN GO TO PEKING, PROVIDED OF COURSE HE COULD GET A VISA.

5. HARRIMAN RECALLED HIS LAST CONVERSATION WITH KHRUSHCHEV, IN WHICH HE HAD SAID IT WAS MIKOVYAN'S FAULT HE COULD NOT GET A VISA. KHRUSHCHEV SAID HE SUPPORTED MIKOVYAN ON THIS SCORE AS HE DID NOT WISH MIKOVYAN TO DEAL WITH MATTERS WHICH WERE NONE OF HIS BUSINESS. THIS WAS A SOCIALIST SOCIETY, WHERE TIGHT RULES OF CONDUCT APPLIED; IT WAS NOT A WISHY-WASHY CAPITALIST SOCIETY.

6. HARRIMAN SAID HE WISHED TO CONCENTRATE ON TEST BAN BUT ALSO EXPLORE NON-DISSEMINATION. IF THREE-ENVIRONMENT TEST BAN WERE AGREED, WE BELIEVED NO COUNTRY COULD ACQUIRE NUCLEAR CAPABILITY WITHOUT ATOMIC TESTING. HOWEVER, IF ADHERENCE OF AS MANY COUNTRIES AS POSSIBLE COULD BE OBTAINED TO A NON-DISSEMINATION ARRANGEMENT, THAT WOULD BE A GREAT STEP BEYOND THREE-ENVIRONMENT TEST BAN.
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KHURSHCHEV SAID SOVS PREPARED TO DISCUSS NON-DISSEMINATION. SOV POSITION ON THIS QUESTION WAS KNOWN, AND USSR PREPARED TO NEGOTIATE AND SIGN AGREEMENT ON THAT BASIS.

HAILSHAM REFERRED TO KHRUSHCHEV'S SUGGESTION THREE-ENVIRONMENT TEST BAN BE DISCUSSED IN FOREIGN MINISTRY, AND SAID HE WOULD BE HAPPY TO DO SO. HOWEVER, THERE WERE TWO TYPES OF PROBLEMS INVOLVED HERE. SOME WERE THOSE OF DRAFTING, TO BE DEALT WITH BY LAWYERS; OTHERS WERE POLITICAL, TO BE DISCUSSED BETWEEN PEOPLE WITH AUTHORITY. HE THEREFORE WISHED TO ASK HOW LATTER PROBLEMS SHOULD BE DEALT WITH AFTER BOTH SIDES HAD STUDIED EACH OTHER'S DOCUMENTS.

KHURSHCHEV BELIEVED US/UK COULD SIT DOWN WITH GROMYKO AND START FORMULATING MAIN PROVISIONS OF AGREED DOCUMENT. IF ANY QUESTIONS SHOULD REMAIN UNRESOLVED WITH FOREIGN MINISTER, THEN THERE COULD BE A MEETING WITH HIM.

HAILSHAM AND HARRIMAN AGREED.

KHURSHCHEV THEN TURNED TO NAP. SAID SOVS ATTACHED GREAT IMPORTANCE TO SUCH PACT BECAUSE IF, AS APPEARED LIKELY, AGREEMENT ON TEST BAN WAS REACHED -- AND SUCH AGREEMENT UNDOUBTEDLY WOULD BE OF GREAT SIGNIFICANCE -- THERE STILL WOULD REMAIN MANY SKEPTICS. THERE HAD ALREADY BEEN CONDUCTED SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF TESTS AND IT WAS HARDLY NECESSARY CONTINUE THEM. THERE WAS ADEQUATE BASIS FOR FURTHER BUILD-UP OF FORCES AND FOR CONTINUING PRODUCTION NUCLEAR WEAPONS. THUS, ARMS RACE WOULD NOT BE STOPPED AND WAR WOULD NOT BE RULED OUT. TEST BAN WOULD ONLY SATISFY PUBLIC OPINION THAT NO FURTHER CONTAMINATION OF ATMOSPHERE WOULD TAKE PLACE. THIS WOULD BE A BIG THING INDEED, AND HE DID NOT WISH MINIMIZE ITS IMPORTANCE. HOWEVER, THOSE WHO WISHED TO SEE COMPLETE SECURITY FOR PEOPLES, WHO WERE OPPOSED TO AGRÉSSION BY ONE GROUP OF STATES AGAINST ANOTHER, WOULD NOT BE SATISFIED. THIS IS WHY SOVS PROPOSED NAP. SAID HE HAD READ IN WESTERN PRESS ABOUT DIFFICULTIES RE GDR, WHICH NOT RECOGNIZED BY NATO COUNTRIES. BELIEVED THIS PROBLEM COULD BE REFERRED TO LAWYERS TO DEVELOP LANGUAGE WHICH WOULD ELIMINATE SUCH DIFFICULTIES. IN SHORT, SOVS DID NOT WISH SHIP RECOGNITION OF GDR THROUGH NAP. GDR WAS QUITE WELL OFF WHETHER OR NOT IT WAS RECOGNIZED BY NATO COUNTRIES. SUCH RECOGNITION WOULD NOT CHANGE A THING. AFTER ALL, RUSSIAN CZAR HAD NOT RECOGNIZED US FOR 26 YEARS, AND US HAD NOT RECOGNIZED USSR FOR 16 YEARS. CZAR HAD BEEN FOOLISH, AND US HAD NOT SHOWN ABUNDANCE OF WISDOM EITHER.
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BUT IF WEST WISHED FOLLOW SAME COURSE, THAT WAS ALL RIGHT WITH
HIM; THAT WOULD ONLY INDICATE CAPITALISM HAD OUT-LIVED ITSELF
AND WAS UNABLE BE REALISTIC. THUS, RECOGNITION WAS NOT SOV
GOAL; ONLY GOAL OF NAP WAS CREATE STABLE WORLD AND CONSOLIDATE
PEACE. TRUE, NAP WOULD YIELD LITTLE IN TERMS OF SPECIFICS,
BUT WOULD BRING GREAT MORAL SATISFACTION.

1. KHRUSHCHEV CONTINUED THAT ALTHOUGH THIS WAS NOT A NEW QUESTION,
AS IT HAD BEEN RAISED BY SOVS BEFORE, HE WISHED SUGGEST THAT
MILITARY BUDGETS BE FROZEN AT LEVELS OF, SAY, 1960. HE BELIEVED
THIS WOULD BE REASONABLE AND WOULD GIVE TO PEOPLES' HOPE THAT
GOVERNMENTS WERE AT LAST SHOWING COMMON SENSE AND DOING
SOMETHING TO ARREST ARMS RACE AND NOT ADD FUEL TO FIRE.

IN ADDITION, HE WISHED RETURN TO PROPOSALS MADE AT ONE TIME BY
USA, BUT WHICH HAD BEEN REJECTED BY THEIR SPONSORS AS SOON AS
USURP ACCEPTED THEM. SPECIFICALLY, HE MEANT ESTABLISHMENT OF
CONTROL. SOVS HAD SUGGESTED ESTABLISHMENT CONTROL POSTS TO
RULE OUT POSSIBILITY OF SURPRISE CONCENTRATION OF FORCES FOR
SURPRISE ATTACK PURPOSES. SOVS HAD PROPOSED ESTABLISHMENT
CONTROL POSTS AT RAILROAD JUNCTIONS, AIRFIELDS, PORTS, AND
MAJOR ROADS WITHIN CERTAIN AGREED ZONES. SUCH POSTS WOULD BE
FOR PURPOSE OF PREVENTING NATIONS FROM CONCENTRATING FORCES
IN GIVEN AREAS FOR PURPOSES OF SURPRISE ATTACK. THIS WAS FIELD
WHERE SOVS AGREED TO INSPECTION. SOVS PREPARED ACCEPT WESTERN
INSPECTORS IN RETURN FOR ESTABLISHMENT SOVIET INSPECTION ON
WESTERN TERRITORY.

HARRIMAN WONDERED WHETHER MISSILE BASES WOULD BE INCLUDED.

3. KHRUSHCHEV REPLIED IN NEGATIVE. SAID MISSILES AND THEIR
LAUNCHING PADS WERE STATIONARY AND THEREFORE COULD NOT BE
CONCENTRATED. MISSILES WERE A DISARMAMENT PROBLEM, WHEREAS
HE WAS SPEAKING OF CONTROL, AND THESE WERE TWO DIFFERENT MATTERS.

KHRUSHCHEV THEN SUGGESTED THAT ALSO FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELIMINATING
DANGER OF SURPRISE ATTACK, AGREEMENT SHOULD BE REACHED NOW ON
ESTABLISHING CONTROL OVER PRESENT LEVELS OF FORCES IN GDR AND
WESTERN GERMANY, SO AS TO COME TO AGREEMENT ON BALANCE, OR
EQUILIBRIUM, OF FORCES IN THOSE AREAS, WHICH, IN TURN, WOULD
ALSO PREVENT SURPRISE ATTACK. MOREOVER, SUCH MEASURES WOULD
GENERATE CONFIDENCE.
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KHRUSHCHEV SAID HE WAS NOT RAISING QUESTION OF GERMAN PEACE TREATY, BECAUSE IT AFFECTED MANY COUNTRIES, INCLUDING COUNTRIES OUTSIDE NATO AND WARSAW PACT. IT WAS MUCH BROADER PROBLEM AND HE DID NOT WISH RAISE IT HERE. HOWEVER, HE BELIEVED EVERYONE UNDERSTOOD THAT SO LONG AS GERMAN PROBLEM EXISTED IN PRESENT FORM, I.E., SO LONG AS THERE WAS NO PEACE TREATY, THIS PROBLEM WOULD BE SOURCE OF TENSIONS AND OBSTACLE FOR NEGOTIATIONS ON GENERAL AND COMPLETE DISARMAMENT. REITERATED HE NOT RAISING THIS PROBLEM HERE, BUT MERELY WISHED TO POINT OUT ITS SIGNIFICANCE.

AS TO OTHER QUESTIONS HE HAD RAISED, HE DID NOT WISH STIMULATE THEIR DISCUSSION HERE AND NOW. THOSE PROBLEMS COULD PERHAPS BE DISCUSSED LATER. HOWEVER, PEOPLE WHO ADHERED TO POSITIONS OF PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE WOULD EXPERIENCE GREAT RELIEF IF NAP WERE SIGNED, CONTROL POSTS WERE ESTABLISHED, AND MILITARY BUDGETS WERE FROZEN. HE THOUGHT HARRIMAN AND HAILSHAM WOULD AGREE WITH HIM THAT QUALITATIVE CHANGE HAD OCCURRED IN INTEREST DISPLAYED BY TWO SIDES IN GERMAN PEACE TREATY. AFTER GDR HAD ESTABLISHED CONTROL OVER ITS BORDERS, INCLUDING ITS BORDER INTO BERLIN, HE BELIEVED WEST BECOME CONSIDERABLY MORE INTERESTED IN PEACE TREATY IN ORDER TO STABILIZE WEST BERLIN SITUATION.

POINT WAS THAT GDR NOW COMPLETELY CONTROLLED ALL OF ITS BORDERS. IT WAS STABLE, AND PEACE TREATY WOULD NOT CHANGE ANYTHING FROM STANDPOINT ITS SECURITY. ON OTHER HAND, PEACE TREATY WOULD ENTAIL CHANGE IN BERLIN; IT WOULD BRING ABOUT STABILIZATION. THIS MATTER WAS OF CONCERN TO GERMANS, BUT SUCH STABILIZATION WOULD BE APPRECIATED EVERYWHERE. AS TO GERMAN REUNIFICATION, KHRUSHCHEV BELIEVED HARRIMAN AND HAILSHAM WERE EXPERIENCED PEOPLE AND KNEW THAT DIVISION OF GERMANY WAS NOT ON NATIONAL BUT RATHER ON SOCIO-POLITICAL BASIS. HE COMPARED SITUATION TO US/BALLISHAM RELATIONS DURING REVOLUTIONARY WAR, WHEN BRITISH PEOPLE HAD BEEN IN BOTH PLACES BUT ONE GROUP HAD FELT SUBJUGATED AND Fought FOR ITS RIGHTS. POINT WAS THAT GDR WAS SOCIALIST, WHEREAS WEST GERMANY WAS CAPITALIST. RELATED ANECDOTE CURRENT DURING RUSSIAN CIVIL WAR, ACCORDING WHICH REDS AND WHITES WERE SAYING THEY DIFFERED ONLY ONE MINOR POINT WHICH COULD BE EASILY RESOLVED, NAMELY, ON LAND PROBLEMS. WHITES WERE SAYING THEY NEEDED LAND TO BURY WHITES AND WHITES WERE SAYING THEY NEEDED LAND TO BURY REDS. PROBLEM HAD BEEN RESOLVED BY CHASING WHITES OUT OF COUNTRY AND THUS IN EFFECT BURYING THEM. THIS WAS HOW ISSUE BETWEEN REDS AND WEST GERMANY COULD BE RESOLVED AT SOME FUTURE TIME. HOWEVER, TWO GERMANY'S SHOULDN'T BE PUSHED AGAINST EACH OTHER AS THAT WOULD RESULT IN WORLD CONFLAETION.
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Harriman referred to Khrushchev’s suggestion for freezing military budgets and said he believed Khrushchev wanted to reduce military expenditures. Wondered whether Khrushchev had anything in mind on this point, or whether he thought some agreements could be possible which would bring about such reduction.

Khrushchev said he agreeable to exchanging views on this subject, but had no specific proposals to offer. However, if Harriman interested in this matter, perhaps something could be worked out.

Harriman pointed out he had only suggested this matter be explored, and had not meant specific agreement.

Khrushchev said he understood this and commented he had also raised some questions for exploration purposes.

Harriman observed test ban could lead to other limitations, or at least to thoughts of other limitations.

VI.

Khrushchev said he had another idea. If agreement were reached on reducing military expenditures, Soviets could agree on certain conditions, to place orders in West for amount of reduction. He could not say what that amount would be, but main point was to channel resources to peaceful purposes. As he had already told Hailsham this morning, Soviet economic situation was excellent, and even in absence of any agreement they were going cut down expenditures for missiles. USSR had quite enough missiles and its General Staff was quite satisfied with situation. Of course, military would go on and on with their demands unless one curbed their appetites. In fact, only today had his military suggested that since expenditures for missiles were going to be reduced, expenditures for general armaments should be increased. There were many smart AICs in any country who applied such logic.

In any event, whether or not agreement on this point was reached, Harriman and Hailsham would hear from his report this coming fall that USSR would invest huge sums in agriculture and chemical industry. USSR had accumulated sufficient savings for this purpose. Khrushchev said he was mentioning this so that Harriman and Hailsham should not think he was appealing to them for help because USSR was lacking funds. Time had long since gone when
WEST COULD EXPECT SUCH A THING. NOW USSR HAD SUFFICIENT FUNDS TO COVER EXPENDITURES FOR ALL ARMAMENTS AND FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PEACEFUL ECONOMY.

HARRIMAN REFERRED TO FREEMAN'S CURRENT VISIT TO USSR AND HOPED KHURSHCHEV WOULD SEE HIM.

KHURSHCHEV REPLIED HE DID NOT KNOW HOW LONG FREEMAN WOULD STAY, BUT SAID HE WOULD BE HAPPY TO TALK TO HIM.

CONTINUED THAT NOW SITUATION BETWEEN USSR AND WEST UNEQUAL IN ONE IMPORTANT RESPECT. US WAS APPLYING 227 KG CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS PER HECTARE, WHEREAS SOVs APPLIED ONLY 70. THIS, AMERICANS WISER AND SOVs MORE FOOLISH. HOWEVER, HERE WISDOM WAS NOT MEASURED CR AMOUNT OF BRAINS, BUT RATHER BY AMOUNT OF DOLLARS AVAILABLE. USSR WAS NOW IN POSITION START MASSIVE DEVELOPMENT CHEMICAL INDUSTRY FOR PRODUCTION CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS. 5.8 BILLION RUBLES WOULD BE ALLOCATED FOR THIS PURPOSE AND WHOLE PROBLEM WOULD BE RESOLVED IN FIVE TO SIX YEARS. USSR WOULD HAVE SAME AMOUNT OF CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS AS U.S. KHURSHCHEV NOTED UK USED EVEN MORE FERTILIZER PER HECTARE, NAMELY, 787 KG. FOR THIS REASON, YIELD OF GRAIN PER HECTARE WAS ALSO HIGHER IN UK THAN IN U.S.; IT WAS 27 TO 30 CENTNS IN UK VERSUS 16 OR 17 CENTNS IN U.S. WEST GERMANY USED EVEN MORE FERTILIZER PER HECTARE, 1,137 KG PER HECTARE AND ITS AVERAGE YIELD WAS 35 TO 40 CENTNS. FOR TIME BEING, SOVs WERE SETTING US LEVEL AS THEIR GOAL, BECAUSE USSR WAS ALSO A VAST COUNTRY AND HAD A GREAT DEAL OF ARABLE LAND. IF USSR RAISED ITS YIELD BY FIVE OR SIX CENTNS PER HECTARE, IT WOULD BE IN POSITION OFFER GRAIN TO U.S.

HARRIMAN COMMENTED FACETIOUSLY THAT WOULD BE A GOOD THING.

KHURSHCHEV AGREED, BUT SAID THAT REALITY OF THIS PROBLEM LAY IN FACT THAT 19 BILLION RUBLES WOULD BE INVESTED THIS YEAR IN CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRY; 21 BILLION RUBLES WOULD BE INVESTED NEXT YEAR. EVERY YEAR, INVESTMENT WOULD BE RAISED BY 1.5, 2, 2.5 BILLION RUBLES AND THE FURTHER INVESTMENTS WENT THE GREATER PROGRESSION OF INCREASE WOULD BE. THUS, IF ADDITIONAL TWO BILLION RUBLES WERE ADDED TO FERTILIZER INDUSTRY EVERY YEAR, LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRY IN OTHER FIELDS WOULD NOT DROP BUT RATHER INCREASE. POINT WAS THAT ONE GAINED TWO RUBLES FOR EACH RUBLE INVESTED.
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HARRIMAN COMMENTED USSR WAS GETTING CAPITALIST.

Khrushchev retorted USSR was getting not capitalist, but rich. USSR prospects were very bright, disarmament or no disarmament, but it would take five to six years to complete this program. At end that period, USSR would have problems similar to those US now facing, i.e., it would have agricultural surpluses and might then reduce its crop lands. USSR had invested 5.2 billion rubles in development virginlands, and return had been eight to nine billion rubles. Thus, all investments had been amortized and, in addition, agricultural machinery for those lands was still there. However, he believed investment in fertilizer industry was more effective than investment in virgin lands. By investing in fertilizer industry problem would be easier to resolve for in order to develop virgin lands nation-wide campaigns and large scale transfer of population were required, whereas in case of fertilizer industry one could build plants just in certain locations. USSR had all resources necessary for construction such plants. Khrushchev said he had been preparing his report and this was why this problem was so vivid in his mind.

However, this would be only first part of program of development chemical industry. Next steps would be development plastics and artificial fiber industries. He believed some ten billion rubles would have to be invested in those fields. SOV objective was produce sufficient quantities of artificial fiber and footwear so as to be able cut prices in half. While food and housing were now cheaper in USSR than in US, and medical care was free, clothing was cheaper in US. But USSR would deprive US of that advantage.

Harriman remarked the more SOVs prosperous the more we applauded.

Khrushchev assured Harriman there was no need fear peaceful competition. Of course capitalists were always on look-out for gain, but days of colonialism had passed.

Hailsham commented US and India, both former UK colonies, were now prosperous and remarked in jest this was all cause of UK.
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VII.

1. KRUSHCHEV LAUGHED AND SAID IT WAS UK WHO HAD REARED THEM.

2. HARRIMAN SAID KRUSHCHEV'S REMARKS VERY ENCOURAGING AND HE VERY HAPPY HEAR THEM.

3. KRUSHCHEV SAID HE ALSO VERY HAPPY AND NOTED HE HAD COMPLETED WORK ON HIS REPORT JUST LAST SATURDAY.

4. HARRIMAN THOUGHT NEXT ORDER OF BUSINESS WAS DISCUSSION WITH GROMYKO OF THREE ENVIRONMENT TEST BAN. COMMEMEDED US/UK DRAFT TREATY, NOTING IT LONGER AND MORE IMPOSING AND THUS WOULD HAVE GREATER IMPACT ON PUBLIC OPINION.

5. KRUSHCHEV SAID HE HAD ALREADY STATED SOVS WOULD STUDY US/UK DRAFT. FINAL TEXT COULD TAKE BEST PARTS FROM BOTH DRAFTS, PARTICULARLY AS TWO DRAFTS ORIENTED IN SAME DIRECTION.

6. HARRIMAN SAID THAT IN ALL SERIOUSNESS HE WISHED DISCUSS, BEFORE HE LEFT FOR HOME, WHAT WOULD HAPPEN WHEN CPR EXPLODED ITS BOMB. HE DID NOT EXPECT SETTLE PROBLEM BUT WISHED EXCHANGE VIEWS ON IT.

7. KRUSHCHEV SAID WOULD BE GLAD TALK TO HARRIMAN, BUT BELIEVED IT NOT USEFUL DISCUSS WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN SOMEWHERE. HE WOULD RATHER SUGGEST THAT QUESTIONS OF MUTUAL INTEREST BE DISCUSSED. CORRELATION OF FORCES WOULD NOT CHANGE FOR AS HARRIMAN KNEW THAT TO EXPLODE BOMB WAS ONE THING AND PRODUCE WEAPONS ANOTHER. FRANCE KNEW IT AND UK KNEW IT TOO. ENORMOUS INVESTMENTS WERE REQUIRED IN THIS FIELD AND SO FAR -- HE SAID HE WISHED STRESS QUOTE SO FAR, UNQUOTE ONLY US AND USSR HAD BEEN CAPABLE OF ACCUMULATING NUCLEAR WEAPONS. FORTUNE BEING, US AND USSR WERE MORE OR LESS EQUAL. HE DID NOT WISH BELITTLE ANYBODY, BUT THIS WAS QUESTION OF ECONOMIC MIGHT.

8. HARRIMAN COMMENTED HE HAD READ SOV NEWSPAPERS AND HAD NOTED CPSU WAS PARTICULARLY CONCERNED RE CHINESE VIEWS ON NUCLEAR WAR. THIS RAISED QUESTION OF WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF AND WHEN CHINESE GOT NUCLEAR WEAPONS IN THEIR HANDS. SOVIET CONCERN ABOUT CHINESE ATTITUDE WAS PARTICULARLY EVIDENT IN SOVIET NEWS! PER ARTICLE HE HAD SEEN WHEN HE ARRIVED HERE.
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KHRUSHCHEV AGREED SOVS HAD DIFFERENCES WITH CHINESE ON THIS QUESTION. HOWEVER, HE SAID LIFE WENT ON AND THEIR CHINESE FRIENDS WOULD SURELY UNDERSTAND SOVIET POSITION MORE REALISTIC AND OFFERING BETTER PROSPECTS.

HARRIMAN SAID THAT IF THIS MATTER WAS OF CONCERN TO SOVS THEY COULD NOT OBJECT TO IT BEING OF EVEN GREATER CONCERN TO US.

HAILSHAM HOPED CHINESE WOULD TAKE SOVS VIEW ON THIS QUESTION.

KHRUSHCHEV COMMENTED HAILSHAM WAS CAPITALIST, AND CAPITALISTS WERE HAPPY TO SEE THESE DIFFERENCES.

HARRIMAN RECALLED THAT STALIN HAD HAD NOliking FOR MAO.

KHRUSHCHEV SAID HARRIMAN SHOULD ASK MAO ABOUT STALIN; MAO DID NOT LIKE STALIN EITHER. KHRUSHCHEV SAID HE HAD WORKED WITH STALIN FOR A LONG TIME AND KNEW HIS WEAKNESSES AND STRENGTHS. BUT NOW USSR HAD LIVED TEN YEARS WITHOUT STALIN AND THINGS WERE GOING ALL RIGHT.

HARRIMAN REMARKED HE DID NOT WISH DISCUSS STALIN'S PERSONALITY AND HAD MENTIONED HIS NAME ONLY BECAUSE SUBJECT OF CHINA HAD COME UP. IN ANY EVENT, HE AGREED WITH HAILSHAM'S REMARK RE CHINESE.

KHRUSHCHEV SAID HE HAD TALKED TO MAO AND THEIR VIEWS ON STALIN WERE IN AGREEMENT. HE THEN LAUGHED AND SAID HARRIMAN WANTED HIM EXPelled FROM PARTY BECAUSE PEOPLE COULD SAY KHRUSHCHEV WAS BEING SUPPORTED IN HIS VIEWS BY CAPITALIST HARRIMAN. HE QUICKLY SAID, HOWEVER, HE WAS ONLY JOKING; HE APPRECIATED THIS SUPPORT OF SOVIET VIEW. HE DID NOT KNOW WHO WAS RICHER, EATON OR HARRIMAN, BUT NEVERTHELESS EATON HAD RECEIVED LENIN PEACE PRIZE. LIKEWISE, WHILE HE HAD NOTING IN COMMON WITH POPE JOHN XXIII, HE RESPECTED HIM AS HUMAN BEING AND HE THOUGHT POPE JOHN WOULD ENTER IN HISTORY AS FIRST POPE WHO DISPLAYED REALISM. POPE JOHN AND HIMSELF WERE ANTIPODES, BUT IN STRUGGLE FOR PEACE SOVS WELCOMED ALL PEOPLE REGARDLESS OF THEIR BELIEFS, RACE, OR POLITICAL CONVICTIONS.

HAILSHAM THANKED KHRUSHCHEV FOR OPENING HIS THOUGHTS IN SUCH GENEROUS MANNER. SAID SURE HIS PM WOULD ALSO APPRECIATE THIS AND BE IMPRESSED. SAID WOULD BE HAPPY HEAR KHRUSHCH. 'S VIEWS
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ON ANY SUBJECT THOUGH HE NOT IN POSITION DISCUSS THOSE MATTERS WHICH AFFECTED THIRD COUNTRIES. HE WAS IMPRESSED WITH WHAT KRUSHCHEV HAD SAID, PARTICULARLY ABOUT HIS STRIKING PLANS FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. HOPED TRADE AND EXCHANGES IN CULTURAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND OTHER FIELDS WOULD DEVELOP, BECAUSE HE BELIEVED THAT WOULD STRENGTHEN PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE BETWEEN PEOPLES OF TWO COUNTRIES. SAID DID NOT BELIEVE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CAPITALISM AND COMMUNISM WAS MOST IMPORTANT THING NOW, BUT THOUGHT TIME WOULD SHOW.

VIII.

KHRUSHCHEV SAID OF COURSE TWO SIDES POLES APART IN THEIR SOCIO-POLITICAL VIEWS. HOWEVER, ONE MATTER AFFECTED EVERYBODY REGARDLESS OF THEIR CLASS OR POLITICAL VIEWS, AND THAT WAS QUESTION OF WAR OR PEACE. THEREFORE BOTH SIDES SHOULD ENGAGE IN QUEST FOR PEACE AS TO TRADE, SOVS HAD FOR LONG TIME BEEN IN FAVOR OF THAT UK SHOULD CONVINC US NOT TO "IMPEDE" DEVELOPMENT OF "WORLD" TRADE. IT WAS US WHO HAD STOPPED GERMANS FROM SELLING PIPE TO USSR. HE HAD RELIABLE INFORMATION THAT IT WAS US AMBASSADOR TO USSR, KOHLER, WHO HAD RECOMMENDED THIS COURSE OF ACTION AND UNFORTUNATELY US GOVT HAD ACCEPTED THAT RECOMMENDATION. THIS WAS SECRET HE COULD NOW REVEAL. THIS WAS BAD ADVICE. BUT HE, KRUSHCHEV, COULD NOT OBJECTION TO THIS SINCE KOHLER WAS IN SERVICE OF US GOVERNMENT. OF COURSE IF ONE ASKED KOHLER ABOUT THIS NOW HE WOULD NOT SAY, BUT HARRIMAN COULD CHECK LATER AT STATE DEPARTMENT. HOWEVER, THIS ACT BY US HAD DONE NO HARM TO USSR. HE, KRUSHCHEV, COULD ONLY EXPRESS THANKS FOR FREEING HIM OF OBLIGATION TO PLACE ORDERS IN BONN. USSR PRODUCED ENOUGH PIPE BY ITSELF.

2. HARRIMAN COMMENTED HE WOULD REPORT TO PRESIDENT THAT KRUSHCHEV HELD KOHLER IN HIGH REGARD.

3. KRUSHCHEV AGREED BUT SUGGESTED HARRIMAN LOOK UP KOHLER'S TELEGRAM IN STATE DEPARTMENT AND BE REFEEREE. SAID KOHLER KNEW THIS WAS TRUE AND OFFERED "PRODUCT" KOHLER'S TELEGRAM IF LATTER DENIED HIS RESPONSIBILITY. STATE DEPARTMENT KNEW FACTS OF THIS MATTER, AND PRESIDENT MUST KNOW THEM TOO.

KHRUSHCHEV CONTINUED SOVS DID NOT NEED TRADE, BUT WE AGAINST TRADE BEING USED FOR COLD WAR PURPOSES. SOME PEOPLE SAID THEY WANTED REDUCE TENSIONS BUT AT SAME TIME THEY SPOILED AIR. HE
COULD UNDERSTAND IF THAT WERE DONE BY CONGRESS BECAUSE THERE WERE MANY MADMEN THERE. BUT WHEN AMBASSADORS DO THIS, THEN SOVS BECAME CONCERNED.

HARRIMAN SAID HE HOPED KHRUSHCHEV'S REMARKS RE KOHLER WERE JOKE, OR ELSE IF KHRUSHCHEV SERIOUS HE WOULD HAVE TO SPEAK IN KOHLER'S DEFENSE.

KHRUSHCHEV REPLIED IF HARRIMAN WANTED HE COULD TAKE IT AS JOKE.

KOHLER SAID SINCE HE HAD BEEN IN QUESTION HE WISHED POINT OUT THAT MARSHAL SOKOLOVSKI WAS ONE KHRUSHCHEV SHOULD BLAME FOR THIS, BECAUSE SOKOLOVSKI HAD WRITTEN BOOK INDICATING SOV INTENTIONS RE PIPE.

KHRUSHCHEV SAID HE HAD NEVER READ SOKOLOVSKI'S BOOK. HE WOULD HAVE TO STOP BEING CHAIRMAN IF HE SPENT TIME READING BOOKS BY GENERALS WHO, HAVING PASSED THEIR RETIREMENT AGE, WERE REMINISCING IN BOOKS. HE DID WANT TO SAY, HOWEVER, THAT SOKOLOVSKI HAD BEEN VERY GOOD AS STAFF OFFICER. IN ANY EVENT, IF KOHLER PLAYED ON SOKOLOVSKI'S PIPE HE HAD PUT HIMSELF IN A PIPE. HERE US THOUGHT IT COULD PUT A NEEDLE IN USSR BUT IT FAILED. AT TIME THIS HAPPENED, UK AND SWEDEN HAD SUGGESTED INCREASE THEIR QUOTA BUT PLANNING COMMITTEE PROPOSED THAT NO PIPE BE ORDERED IN 1953. HE, KHRUSHCHEV, HAD SAID TO COMMITTEE IT WOULD BE AWKWARD CANCEL ORDERS BUT KOHLER HELPED HIM OUT OF PREDICAMENT.

HAILSHAM EXPRESSED HOPE SOVS WOULD BUY UK SHIPS. KHRUSHCHEV AGREED PROVIDED PRICES WERE RIGHT. SAID SOVS HAD BOUGHT TIRE PLANT FROM UK WHICH HE HAD SEEN IN DNEPROPETROVSK AND WHICH WAS VERY GOOD. THUS SOVS BOUGHT LOT OF THINGS FROM UK.

HAILSHAM SAID KHRUSHCHEV COULD BE ASSURED UK WISHED TRADE OF SUITABLE KIND AND WISHED SOVS GOOD USE OF UK PRODUCTS.

KHRUSHCHEV SAID HE BELIEVED TRADE WAS FIRST SIGN OF NEIGHBORLY RELATIONS. HE WHO DID NOT WANT TRADE WANTED WAR. SINCE TIME IMMORAL WHENEVER TRADE STOPPED THAT MEANT WAR, AND WHENEVER WAR ENDED THAT MEANT TRADE. SOVS DID NOT WANT US TO SELL ANYTHING TO THEM; WHAT THEY WANTED WAS THAT US ABOLISH ITS DISCRIMINATORY LAW OR ELSE THERE WOULD BE NO CONFIDENCE.
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HARRIMAN COMMENTED IF PROGRESS ON QUESTIONS MENTIONED TODAY WERE MADE THEN THIS CERTAINLY WOULD NOT BE BEYOND REALM OF POSSIBILITY OR WOULD AT LEAST BE DISCUSSABLE.

KHRUSHCHEV SAID ON BASIS OF HIS INFO HE BELIEVED IT DIFFICULT EXPECT ANYTHING PROGRESSIVE FROM US AT THIS TIME. SO MANY THINGS WERE DONE IN US WHICH EVERYBODY SAW THAT THEY SHOULD NOT BE DONE. E.G., HARRIMAN WAS COMING TO USSR, BUT US AT SAME TIME ISSUED ITS CAPTIVE NATIONS RESOLUTION. WAS THERE ANY WISDOM HERE? OF COURSE NOT. "FOUR YEARS AGO, DURING HIS VISIT TO USSR, NIXON HAD BEEN FRANK ON THIS POINT. HE HAD SAID THAT HE, KHRUSHCHEV, SURELY DID NOT THINK HE WAS SO STUPID AS TO SIGN SUCH LAW IF IT DEPENDED ONLY ON HIM. NIXON REQUESTED THAT THIS NOT BE GIVEN TO PRESS, AND HE, KHRUSHCHEV, HAD KEPT HIS WORD. HOWEVER, KHRUSHCHEV REMARKED, HE HAD DIGRESSED FROM SUBJECT MATTER UNDER DISCUSSION.

HARRIMAN SAID HE GLAD KHRUSHCHEV HAD RAISED THIS MATTER AND DISPOSED OF IT SO WELL.

IX.

KHRUSHCHEV SAID ALL THIS NEEDLING WAS NO GOOD. RECALLED HIS BOAT TRIP WITH NIXON, DURING WHICH HE HAD TOLD LATTER TO LOOK AT SOV PEOPLE ALONG RIVER AND SEE WHAT KIND OF SLAVES THEY WERE. HARRIMAN SHOULD ALSO TAKE BOAT TRIP AND SEE CHANGES IN SOV LIFE.

HAILSHAM SAID HE WAS GLAD TO SEE SOV PEOPLE PROSPEROUS AND HAPPY; WE HAD BEEN LOOKING VERY CAREFULLY AT THEM. HOWEVER, KHRUSHCHEV SHOULD NOT UNDERESTIMATE GENEROSITY OF AMERICAN PEOPLE. HE, HAILSHAM, WAS HALF AMERICAN HIMSELF. HE REMEMBERED THAT DURING WAR ENGLISH PEOPLE USED TO SAY THAT GERMANS COULD DESTROY THEM BUT THERE WAS US ON OTHER SIDE OF OCEAN.

KHRUSHCHEV AGREED US HAD RENDERED ASSISTANCE DURING WAR.

HAILSHAM HOPED THERE WOULD BE SIMILAR COOPERATION AGAIN.

KHRUSHCHEV COMPLAINED US HAD STOPPED COOPERATING AFTER WAR. SAID IF ONLY MEASURES DISCUSSED HERE COULD BE IMPLEMENTED AND IF ONLY US ABOLISHED ITS DISCRIMINATORY LAW, EVEN WITHOUT ACTUAL
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TRADE, THAT WOULD DEPRIVE COLD WAR WARRIORS OF THINGS THEY CLINGING TO.

HARRIMAN REFERRED TO HOT LINE AGREEMENT AS SOMETHING WHICH HAD ALREADY BEEN ACHIEVED; IT WAS NOT BIG STEP BUT WAS IMPORTANT.

KHRUSHCHEV AGREED THIS WAS NOT BIG STEP.

HAILSHAM EXPRESSED HOPE THERE WOULD BE MORE SUCH AGREEMENTS.

KHRUSHCHEV AGAIN ACCUSED US/UK OF RENEGING ON THEIR PAST PROPOSALS IN DISARMAMENT FIELD, TO WHICH HAILSHAM REPLIED UK GOVERNMENT SINCERELY WANTED DISARMAMENT AND BELIEVED ONE STEP SHOULD FOLLOW ANOTHER AND THUS WE COULD MOVE AHEAD. THIS WAS SOMETHING PRESIDENT KENNEDY HAD ALSO ADVOCATED IN HIS SPEECH.

KHRUSHCHEV SAID THIS WAS CORRECT. SOVS HELD VERY HIGH OPINION OF PRESIDENT'S JUNE 10 SPEECH. IT WAS WISE STATEMENT AND IT DEMANDED GREAT DEAL OF COURAGE. HOWEVER, ONE COULD SEE NO DEEDS FOLLOWING WORDS AS YET.

HARRIMAN SUGGESTED SOVS SHOULD PRODUCE DEEDS.

KHRUSHCHEV LAUGHED AND SAID THIS WAS GOOD DIVISION FOR LABOR: SOVS SHOULD PRODUCE DEEDS, AND US SHOULD PRODUCE WORDS.

HARRIMAN POINTED OUT US HERE TO PRODUCE DEEDS AND THOUGHT NEXT STEP WAS WORK WITH GROMYKO TO DEVELOPE LANGUAGE REFLECTING OUR INTENTIONS.

KHRUSHCHEV THOUGHT LANGUAGE TO BE DEVELOPED SHOULD BE SUCH AS WOULD SOUND WELL. THOUGHT AGREEMENT ON SUBSTANCE WAS ALREADY THERE.

HAILSHAM AGREED.

IT WAS AGREED MEETING WITH GROMYKO WOULD TAKE PLACE JULY 16, 3:00 P.M.

THERE FOLLOWED SOME DISCUSSION OF COMMUNIQUE, AGREED TEXT OF WHICH TRANSMITTED SEPTEMBER.

GP-1